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SECTION 1: Your Past Life, 
Reincarnation and Karma Based 
on Vedic Astrology 

 

What is Past life about?  

We have a very Powerful, Unique & Rare Past Life 

Karma report. That unfolds your past events based 
on Vedic Swara Vigyana/Hebrew sages and also 
Vedic astrology. If interested you may please let us 

know. This report is a unique combination of 
wisdom of Vedic and Hebrew sages-as Vedic culture 
was spread over there in Egypt as well. 

 

How Vedic Astrology deals with Past life?  

 The ancient science of Vedic astrology deals with 

past life based on the indications of the ninth 

bhava and influences coming on the same. Also 

the 5
th

 bhava is checked for purva punya as



 

well. These houses and lords carry the energy 
of the past life.  

 Just like there was an economic slowdown due 
to bad karma of people to do excess lending etc 

in 2010, same is true with human beings. If do 
not do the acts in the principle of creator we 
incur karmic debts and that reflect into his birth 

or coming birth. The world or the cosmos acts 
like a bank to store all the good and bad actions 
of the person.

 Also the Vedic rishis have designed the higher 
divisional charts like the d9th or navamsha for 
the purpose and also the d12 or dwdasamas 

for the purpose plus the d64th for the purpose 
to check our past life karma.

So if the birth time is accurate 
and one has a deep enough 
knowledge of Vedic astrology one 
can atleast pin point the basic 
energies of the past life.  

 
 



  

Something about you and your basic 
destiny & LIFESCOPE:  

 
 

 Different type of mental inclinations  , desire to 

study is there. This could make you more 

philosophical as well. 

 Good inspiration and spirituality is there in you. 

 You are emotions a lot and love for arts, creativity is 

there, and fertile  imagination is also there. 

 You may be serious about dharma and religion also 

would try to study and improve self all over life . 

 Also in younger days a   a strong desire to travel 

may also be there. 

 You could also be fairly original  & also philosophical  

in your view points. 

  You could be eloquent in speech and benevolent 

 You could be an occultist( interest in occult astrology 

and other hidden sciences due to ketu). and have 

humanitarian nature 

 You would have happiness from children and love 

from family 

 You like unique treasures and could have many 

travels 

 You have good writing and poetic skills 

 You could have permanent enemies and a fickle 

nature as well due to Neptune and moon energies. 

 So fickleness and philosophy would go hand in hand 

  



 Strong conflicts in marital matters in some cases is 

possible or health issues to spouse. 

 Keep skin healthy, donate pen pencil rubber copies 

to poor children all would be great,. 

 You are close to dharma, but also depression or  

anger prone, so do Yoga or more exercises it will 

bring out your best talent that is hidden in you   

 Avoid being too sensitive, emotional nature  or 

having grudges  , just  relax all would be well. In 

some cases issues in higher education. 

Also 

 You could be wise, truthful and kind hearted 

 You could be hardworking, charismatic, and brave 

 You could be wealthy and be able to handle difficult 

situations 

 You could have problems with maternal 

relationships. This may not  be true, just an 

indication 

 You would march forward- come what may. 

 Rahu with Jupiter gives a different and innovative, 

creative thinking as well  you. Please develop this 

more.   



 
 

      BONUS Numbers Flow of  energy check 
 

 
 

 Materialism = 
Materialism= Rahu 
   You have You  would also have good deal of 
energy and determination. practical & very 
organised. good at details and would be able to stick 
to routines. good concentration n are tenacious as 
well. You could get rigid and inflexible as well at 
times. Avoid domination. 

 Thinking  = 
Thinking=Venus 
..... 
You may also have a creative mind as said earlier or 
a mind of a poet and writer  .You may want to 
develop  this up more  as an emotional  vent for 
happier and fulfilling life  . You have this talent. 
You may see life in artistic terms  many a times. 
teaching and healing comes more easily to you. 
You carry more responsibility and are dependable. 
Your appreciation of beauty and art would be visible 
in surroundings . 



Success due to practical and responsible behaviour is 
there. Also note moon gets energy of Saturn in the 
9th bhava 

 Spirituality = NA 

 
BONUS additional cross checks by Numbers 
BONUS 

 name 1 = 47, name 2 = 0  name 3 = 5= 
mercury 

 Spiritual  number is = 55 [1]= sun and Saturn. 
Sun is in 5th bhava of long-term thinking, gives 
basic originality to think differently   

 Childhood  Number is = 25 [7]= ketu 
 Swara  is =  77 [5] = mercury 
 Swara2 is = 132 [6]= Venus 
 Emotions = [24]= Venus  

 
 
 {Past life energy} X { this life time d1 
astrology x Numbers carry over check}   
 



 

 
 
 
 

  

 What are the close connections of the past 
life based on past life lagna lord for you? 
 Mars  or scorpion  rules your past life karma 



 Also the PAL= past life lagna is Scorpio sign  
or Vrishchika rashi 
 So clearly as mars is in 6th bhava of obstacles 
and also aggressive approach   in past life and 
also interest in occult or astrology and dharma 
in past life as well. This is due to Scorpio sign 
and ketu or dragon’s tail. 
  Note this is what we derived above in basic 
personality to  THIS life time and also your 
interest. 
 So you can clearly see the continuity of karma. 
 What kind of Inclinations you had in past 
life and how do they connect to this life? 
 In PAL= past life lagna is Scorpio sign  or 
Vrishchika rashi, moon is in the scorpion sign 
with Saturn there. 
 So moon in lagna and in Scorpio sign, this 
makes the person talkative, strong influence of 
Saturn on lagan= so deeply philosophical and 
connected to dharma and occult.as Scorpio is 
there. 
 Saturn rules the 4th bhava of PAL= past life 
lagna is Scorpio sign  or Vrishchika rashi, it is 
ruled by Aquarius  or Kumbha sign. That is 
number 11= suggest strong inspiration, 
insistence of views and spirituality. 
 So philosophy, inspiration, spirituality, and 
inherent sensitive are the core traits that you 
carried form your past life to this life time. 
 Menta stress and any kind of weakness can be 
in this life time handled with YOGA and 
meditation. 
 Your FAMILY situation of the past life? 
 As the PAL  4th bhava lord is in the 1st bhava it 

makes you   very learned  in past as well, but as 

Saturn is agitated- so due to anger a lot of conflicts 



in family were there. This is an inherited trait from 

the past life. 

  You might have  faced some shyness in public 

speaking in past as well and then overcame it. You 

would be born in fair enough family background. 

  
 What could have been your possible 
profession in your past life? 
 Sun rules the 10th bhava and is in the 9th bhava. 
also mercury lord of 8 and 11th bhava is there. 
 So yes some leadership role of dharma or 
religious work and also some occult or 
spirituality is there. Note mercury is lord of 8th 
bhava. 
 . 
 what were your interests & inclinations in 
the past life? 
 Already covered above, 
 

 




 

 So, if born in foreign lands:  include 

Angola, Morocco, Queensland, Korea, Syria, 
Norway, the Transvaal, Bavaria, Antigua, 

Barbuda, Cambodia, Dominica, Latvia, 
Lebanon, Micronesia, Panama, Turkey, 
Turkmenistan, and Zambia.

 But mars are in Ashwini nakshatra and also 
with ketu, so very high chance of being born in 
countries like India and in a very spiritual 

environment in past life. 

 
 So, if Born in India- • 
  

 • If born in India or Bharat(ancient) , Bihar and 
Pakistan. Poor and aggressive countries.










Bonus What does WESTERN  ASTROLOGY say 

about your past life? 

 What are your past life energies based on 

western astrology? 

 You connected to a large set of people in past 

life as well. 

 But self-doubt & insecurity was there and may 

be you outstepped your position in last birth 

time. 

 

 How does your present life energies 

connect with your past life energies ? 

 Neptune date close to moon energies and also 

cusp of cancer and Leo sign , also your destiny 

is 1.the latter or 1 may give some confidence in 

earlier days, but a basic struggle to handle the 

restlessness of 25/7 or ketu that is close to mars 

in horoscope could have been there. 

 So suggest may be in initial of this life time one 

may have to work to develop more confidence 



and work around insecurities- this was true in 

Past life as well. So this I an inherited trait. 

 What is the present life energy correlation 

of the above stuff? 

 Already covered above. 

 

 
BONUS What does Retrograde planets say 

about your past life? 

Retrograde planets are said to be going back, 

so suggest a connection with our past lived to a 

great extent. This also includes rahu and ketu 

especially or the dragon’s head and tail that are 

always retrograde in nature. 

• Retrograde Saturn gives issues with authority 
figures. As Saturn was in conflict with his father the 
planet sun. 
• This is a karmic trait carried for past life. 
gives inspiration which we have talked about the 



Vedic knowledge etc, ;) but also possibility of 
locking horns ;) 
• You were possibly restrained and rebelled to 
the same in past life. This is a trait that come s in 
this life time as well. 
• Please stay patient and do not rush through 
long and detailed projects. This is a trait that comes 
in this life time as well. 
• The success would come only by hard work, 
patience, and honesty. This is a continued trait from 
past life and need to be worked on. 
• It might give you childlike nature and you 
may be afraid to take chances at times . 
• There could be inner doubts of self-worth. 
• But sooner or later with discipline or sadhana 
, you would fathom a lot of wisdom, that you carry 
from past life and Saturn retrogression confirms the 
same. 
• Good for your soul evolution. ;) 
 
 

 



   
 
 

 The energies of your d9 chart bhava?   

What is the navamsa or d9 chart about? 

 The navamsha or the d9 is the 9
th

 division of 
the sign that is 30 degrees/9 = 3 degrees 20 
minutes each.

 The naming of the houses
 1

st
 house  = lagnamsha

 2nd house =vittamsha or dhanamsha
 3

rd
 house = vikramsha

 4 house =sukhamsha
 5 house=putramsha
 6 house=shstamsha
 7 house=bharyamsha
 8 house=nidhanamsha or randhramsha
 9 house=bhagyamsha
 10 house= karmamsha
 11 house= labhamsha



 12 house=vyamsha



 In the parashari system the counting of the 
navamsha starts from the movable sign of a 

triad where a planet is placed. The 4 triads 
or categorizations are fiery , earthy, airy and 

watery signs or rasis.


 The birth chart or d1 is the physical 
existence. The moon chart is the mental 
existence and d9 is the divine force of 

destiny hat decides the course of events 
in our life.



 AS per the karma theory

 

b) The d9 is the prarabhda the portion of the total 

karma you would face in this life. 
 

There are various deities of the d9 chart. 

 A planet in movable sign is deva
 A plant in fixed sign is nara
 A planet in mixed sign is rakshas  



 

 {Past life energy} X { this life time d9 
Astrology x Numbers carry over check} 


 How does 9th bhava lord of d1 chart 

connect in d9 or navamsha chart? 
 Division it is in: 
 Mars the PAL lord is in 3rd division here. So 
rakshasa division. So despite your knowledge 
and studies there was some deviation in 
conduct due to anger and haste  in past life. 



 This we saw something close by western 
astrology  as well. 
 Taking purely d9 as an independent chart 
Mother and Father energies 
 PAL for d9= your mother has sun and 
connection to 12th bhava. also in d1 it is 
Aquarius sign. Though agitated. 
 Which area of work you were into in your 
past life based on d9 or navasmsha chart? 
 Based on d1xd9 
 Sun the lord of 9th in 10th , in mercury 
sign. So spiritual or teaching or education 
work in past life time 
 Based on pure d9 
 Similar to above. But also legal tangles or legal 
work is also indicated. 
 What kind of DEEDS you did in the past life 
based on d9 or Navamsha chart? 

 
 Based on d1xd9 
 Again good dharma and karma and leadership 

work., 
 Note in this life time also your destiny  

number =1, so born to lead 
  

        Certain correlations of your past life 
energies with this life time energies as a cross 
check? 

 
 What is the karma of yours for this life 

time? 
 Already discussed above 
 What kind of things you spent most of 

your time in past life? 
 PLA karma, discussions, and debates. Also 

into spirituality . 
  



 
  

  
 

 

 {Past life energy} X { this life time d12 
astrology x Numbers carry over check} 
 



The energies of your d12 chart bhava? 

 
 

 

What is d12 or Dwadasamsa?  

 The dwadahsmasa is the 1/12 division of a 
sign. The horoscope is also known as suryamsa



 

signifying parents and grandparents. Each 
division is of 2 degrees and 30 minutes. The first 
division starts from the sign being occupied by 

in the lagna chart. 

 

 The 5
th

 house denotes past karmas of parents. 

The 6
th

 house indicates debts of the parents 
that are inherited by the person. Sun is the 
karaka of father and moon is for mother.

 

The various deities of dwadashamsa are 
The divisions of dwadasmsa 

 1/5/9 = lord ganesha destroyer of obstacles
 2/6/10 = ashwini kumar
 3/7/11  = yama
 4/8/12= ahi or serpent

 

Your d12 chart or dwadasamsa analyzed 

 
 

 

 Your past life karma connected with your 
parents( d1, 9th bhava lord x d12)? 

 How was your relationship with your 
parents in the past life? 

 Based on division it is in 
 For mother = 11th  it is Yama division, so tough 

lady apart from great qualities 
 Father = 3 division, again Yama division so 

once again he is very tough man and strict in 
discipline 

 So you were fearful of father  as is true with 
everyone. 

 But sure mother was religious, inspired and 
dignified and you were naturally very close to her and 
learnt a lot of form her 



  
 Based on Pure d12 

 About  your parents in past life and 

inheritance  matters etc? 

 Based on d1 x d12 
 All covered above 
 Based on Pure d12 
 All covered above. 
  

 
   

 Your This life Time  Parent’s Good karma 
and debts past life based on 
d12(dwadashamsha)? 

 5th bhava lord:   

 Your this life time parents’ 5th bhava lord is in 3rd 

bhava. 

 So yes they have great good karma and deserve 

great reverence. 
  
 6th bhava lord : 6th bhava lord goes to the 

2nd bhava in d12, so yes some of the marital 
conflicts you faced in this life time reflects parental 
debts as well. 

  
 Your past life and this life time parents 
study based on sun and Moon energies in 
the d12 or dwadashamsha Horoscope? 

 Mother: 

 Moon is OK in 6th. So health issues of mother 
  

 Father :  sun is weak in libra, so anger and also 

blood pressure like issues to father. Less success 



despite effort. 

 
  

 

 

 

 {Past life energy} X { this life time 
d60 astrology x Numbers carry over 
check}   

 
 

The energies of your d60th chart? 

What is shashtiamsa chart for? 

 The shashtiamsa is 1/60
th

 division of the zodiac 

of 30 minutes each. This is the last divisional 
chart of the parshsari scheme. For any planet 
the first shashtiamsa a starts from the sign 
itself.D60 is seen to check all aspects of life



 60 SHASTIAMSAS AND THEIR NATURE
_______





1. Ghora: Horrible, frightful, to a great degree 
wild.  

Nature: KRURA  
2. Rakshasa: Demons, inverse of Deva, 

supporter of profane way, wicked. 
Nature: KRURA 

 

3. Deva: Brightness, light, devotee 
of honourable way. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

4. Kubera: Lord of riches. Kubera is the Lord of 

Wealth and the god-ruler of the semi-divine 
Yakshas in Hindu folklore. He is viewed as the 



 

official of the North (Dik-pala), and a 

defender of the world (Lokapala). 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 

5. Yaksha: Protector of shrouded riches. 
Yaksha is the name of a wide class of nature-
spirits, generally kind, 

 

Nature: KRURA 

 

6. Kinnara: Celestial artists. They are 

normally delineated significantly human, half 

stallion (Centaur). Nature: SHUBHA. 
 

7. Bhrashta: Diverted from the noble way, 
evil, degenerate, dispossessed of any 
considerate qualities. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______  

8. Kulaghna: Destroyer (ghna) of 
one's ancestry (kula). 

 

Nature: KRURA 

 

9. Garala: Poison. 

Nature: KRURA 

 

10. Vanhi: Agni, fire divinity, one 
that consumes. 



 

Nature: KRURA 

 

11. Maya: Illusion, hallucination, truth 
is covered up. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

 

12. Purishak Disembodied soul, 
exceedingly disrupted and searching for peace.  
Nature: KRURA 

 
 
 

13. Apampati: The god of the seas. Apa is 

water and Pati is ruler. Apampati implies ruler 
of water or Jala tattva. JT: Varuna.  
Nature: SHUBHA 

 

14. Marutvan: The god of the air, the capable 

divinities called marutas. The child of Air god, 
Pavana i.e., Pavana Putra Hanuman is likewise 
called Maruti. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 

15. Kala: Time embodied, kala-purusha, the 
eternal destroyer. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

 

16. Sarpa: Serpents. 

Nature: KRURA 



 
 

 

17. Amrita: Nectar, Rejuvenation. JT: Chandra 
amrita. This could mean Soma-Rasa or the juice 
overflowing from Chandra, which is 

demonstrative of refined taste, creative ability 
and imagination. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 
 

 

18. Indu: Moon, Lunar god, creative 

ability, imagination, intellectual capacities, 

charm. Nature: SHUBHA 
 

_______ 

 

19. Mrdu: Soft, delicate. JT: 

Mrdu. Nature: SHUBHA 

 
_______ 

 

20. Komala: Delicate, delicate. 
Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

21. Heramba: Hera + Amba i.e., adherent 

of the mother (Amba).  
Heramba otherwise called Heramba Ganapati, 

is a five-headed iconographical type of the 
Hindu god Ganesha (Ganapati). 



 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

22. Brahma: The maker. JT: Vishnu. SC: 
Lakshmisha. Both JT and SC opine this ought 
to be allotted to Vishnu. Lakshmisha implies, 

the ruler of Lakshmi i.e., master Vishnu. 
 
 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______ 

 

23. Vishnu: The sustainers. 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

24. Maheshwara: The destroyer. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

25. Deva: The devotee the lights. Deva is from 

Diva which implies day, or the time that is 
brimming with light. They are the devotee of the 
equitable way (dharma) and cause brilliance in 

everybody's life. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 



 

26. Ardra: Wet, wet, effective like the Rudras 
of the Ardra Nakshatra. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

27. Kalinasa: One who obliterates strife. Kali 
is the time of strife and Nasa is pulverization. 
Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

28. Kshitees: Horizon, fresh start, new life, 
rising time of the Sun. This is exceedingly 

promising as this show fresh start or the 
minute that is leaving strife (dark cloud) like a 
brilliant beam of daylight. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

29. Kamalakar: Creator of the Lotus i.e.,  
Reclining Vishnu. This should be exceptionally 

promising as this speak to the snapshot of 
creation where the Lotus is leaving the Navel of 

master Vishnu, leaning back in yoga nidra 
(thoughtful state). 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 



 

30. Gulika: Highly toxic child of 

Shani (Upagraha). Nature: KRURA  
_______ 

 

31. Mrityu: Highly damaging child of 
Mangal (Upagraha). Exceptionally ominous. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 

 

32. Kala: Son of Surya (Upagraha). 

Exceedingly ominous. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

 

33. Davagni: Forest fire, exceedingly 

ruinous and out of hand. Very foreboding. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

 

_______  

34. Ghora: Horrible, repulsive, to a great 
degree wild. Very dangerous. JT: Bhaya, 
which means fear. SC: Yamakantaka: 

Upagraha child of Guru. Very foreboding. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 

 

35. Yama: The divine force of death, 

outrageous enduring, demise like enduring. 

 

Nature: KRURA 



_______ 

 

36. Kantaka: Thorne in the foot, 
exceptionally difficult, make you limp. 

 
 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 

 

37. Suddha: Pure, quiet. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______ 

 

38. Amrita: Nectar. 
Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

39. Purna Candra: Full moon, exceedingly 

favorable and kind-hearted. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

40. Vishadagdha: Fully harmed, can't 

be revived. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 

 

41. Kulanasa: Destroyer of heredity. 



Nature: KRURA _______ 

 

42. Vamshakshaya: Destroyer of heredity. 
Nature: KRURA  
_______ 

 
43. Utpata: Destructive, agitating, progressive. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 

 

44. Kala: Who is as Kala or the time 

embodied. Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

45. Saumya: Gentle, promising or Budha 
(Mercury). 

 
 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

46. Komal: Fragile, sensitive. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

47. Sheetala: Cooling, mitigating, nurturing. 
Nature: SHUBHA  
_______ 



 

48. Karaladamshtra: Big tooth extending 

out of the mouth, hazardous. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 

 

49. Candramukhi: Seductive facial 
appearance that of Chandra. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

50. Praveen: Adept, master. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

51. Kaalpavaka: Shiva or Rudra as destroyer of 
time.  
Nature: KRURA _______ 

 

52. Dandayudha: Wielder of the Guru 
Danda (stick hold by the friar of the forebear 

of the profound heredity). 
 

Nature: KRURA _______ 

 

53. Nirmala: Clean, immaculate, 

and unadulterated. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA . 

_______ 



 

54. Saumya: Auspicious, delicate, delicate, 
not cruel. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 

 

55. Krura: Cruel, unforgiving, 

foreboding. Nature: KRURA _______ 

 
56. Atisheetal: Very cooling. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA . 

_______ 

 

57. Amrita: Nectar, nurturing, reviving. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA . 

_______ 

 

58. Payodhi: Ocean, endless water. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 

 

59. Bhramana: Travel, moving, non 
static, need strength, exhaustion. 

 

Nature: KRURA _______  

60. Candrarekha: Indu is Moon and Rekha is 

line. Many characterize this as full moon in 



any case, that does not have all the earmarks 
of being correct. In my view this is the Krsna 

Chaturdasi Moon which enhances the head of 
master Shiva. Profoundly favorable for Shiva 
Puja.  
Nature: SHUBHA. 

 



 
 

 

Your d60 or shashtiamsa Horoscope and 
interpretations: 

 
 
 
 

 

 Your d60th chart and  d1 chart 9th bhava 

lord?


 D1 chart 9th bhava-based evaluation


 Based on d1 x d60 
 Mar’s lord of 12th and 7th in 7th bhava. 
 So yes anger could have been there in past life 

as well. 
 Also good connection to spirituality and also 

people counselling by occult and spiritual abilities. As 
suggested earlier 



 Based on Pure d60 
 Saturn lord of 9th in Pisces in 11th bhava with 

6th lord exalted Venus. 
 So yes dharma and philosophy strong in past 

life as well and so was comfort and luxury. 
 But so was conflict ( 6th bhava lord here) 
 . Based division PLA is sitting in 
 9:30:27 in Aries, is 18 +1+1 = 20 
 It is Komal soft, deals with fruits vegetables, 

Unani doctor. Ayurveda or unani doctor. 
Your possible work type in past life? 

 Also ready discussed above 

 Also Aquarius or Kumbha ruling the 10th bhava, so 

something to do with large set of people. 

 Inspiring people 11 number sign kumbha. 


 BONUS: Your d60chart and the lagna 
bhava? 

 
 Much more could be said about past life 

based on Pythagoras and Hebrew 
numerology (as per moses), whenever 
you feel like. It can be used to cross 

check and also add more value to the 



readings.  




 

Your question    why so Harshness   in my life.? 

 As you can see in the past life there has been 

hunting of pigs and elephants creating  malefic rahu 

and issues in marriage etc 

 Its a time for you to stay Humble and compassionate 

as mars energies are very intense for you now. 

 Once the Lunar node energies and also Mars 

energies are balanced in the chakras all the 

problems would slowly go away. 

 Doing Yoga and shiva japam would also help you a 

ton. 



 
Special BONUS : Use of Other Astrological 

Systems for Karmic Debt etc 
Basic past life concerns if any(6,8,12 th house 
planet placements? 

 planets in the 4h bhava =  mercury  
 Past life cause :   debt towards son or the first 

child 
 possible effects: ups and down in life 

 

 solution : taking special care of kids 
  
 planet in 2nd and Karmic  bhava  = rahu and 

Jupiter 
 It suggests that either you were oriented towards  

Yoga, mysticism, and occult  in past life(already 

indicated above) or had strong issues with 
females causing loss of image in past life. 

 • This karmic trait  is connected to rahu in 10th 
bhava in d1 this life chart. 



 Rahu simply creates unexpected happening in life 
that’s all 

 planet in 5th bhava  =  None  

Donation to 3rd sex genders would help you. 

Various Lagna based combinations connected 
to past life Evaluated( if any applies)? 

   Lagna = Pisces  
 Effects : none 
 Past life cause :  none applies 

 Solution: none applies 

 

Various planet Conjunctions connected to Past 
Life, to be evaluated( if any applies)? 
 

 None applies. 
 Keep doing shiva japam daily all would be well. 

 
Various Tough Yoga’s  connected to past life in 

the Kundli or Horoscope( if any applies- like 
bandhya, nisantann yoga etc)? 

 NA 

 Causes:  NA 
 Effects :  NA 
 Solution : shiva japam. Or donation to old age 

homes 

Chronic Health issues and past Life( if any 
applies)?  



   

 
 
 
 

SECTION 3: Coming 3 Years Predictions  
Sun=merc   period  till September 2021 

 Health  issues could be there, stress and skin 

problems. 

 Health of life partner needs care. 

· CAREER: 

· There could be more than average challenges now.  



. if handled well, you could get a good recognition for 
sure 

. Success would come by better communications 

. You may find yourself improving in your versatility to 

work and deliver in the office environment 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should improve somewhat 

· More decent control on expenses is needed. 

· Investments should do well in this period 

. The return on investments should be well thought over 
in this period to ensure better returns. 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· There could be conflict and stress in the relationships 

. health of life partner needs care 

. Travel, change and outings could add to the pep of life 
in this period 

. Use of discrimination in relationships would greatly help 
to improve the same  

·  

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments 



 Mental stress and skin problems need care. 

 · Illness could become serious  during this period. 

· Take care of Vata/Stress related problems at this time 

- Suggestions and Remedies 

Donate pencils/books/rubber and note books to poor kids 

and also would be well now and later. 

- Special Comments 

- special tabs on health of family and also drive with 

care, 

 

Sun=ketu   period  till Jan  2022 

 Your career may not go very well,. But your spiritual 

inclinations may increase more .You could expect 

people working secretly against you 

 This is a time you may get more inwards- or inclined 

to be philosophical 

 You may also not have a very good flow of money. 

The relationships may also suffer 

      Avoid secretiveness in relationships and try to be 

open and with people. 

·  

 

 

Sun=Venus   period  till jan  2023 

 Unexpected issues in family life and may be image. 



 Guard your assets. 

 Emotional stress may also increase now. Especially 

in 2022. Infact 2021 October onwards stress could 

be felt. 

 

· CAREER: 

· Job will remain fairly stable 

· You could get a comfort feeling on the job front at this 

time 

· Your responsibilities level would increase at this time 

· Your responsibilities at home would also increase- 

affecting your focus on the job 

· Your interactions with female employees could improve 

 

· FINANCE: 

· Relatively Good income from job  

· You will be more careful and alert about saving. 

· Social expenses would be more. 

· Savings and investments would get much better now. 

 

- Special Comments 

-  is a time to work and earn well. Do well planned 

effort 



Moon-Moon  period almost over till Nov   2023 

You may become too sensitive this time and have 

grudges against ithers. 

Travel is a possibility. 

. CAREER: 

. Expect more of traveling this time 

. You could experience some instability during this time. 

. This should not cause you worry at this time 

. You may form lot of dreams about your career at this 
time 

. Try to maintain good relationships with female 
employees at this time.  

. Professional growth will come by doing the right kind of 
cooperation 

. FINANCE: 

. This period finances could be changeable 

. Flow of money needs to be controlled  

. But during this period you will be unable to control your 
expenditures. 

. Avoid  lending money others up to this period. 

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 



. During this you may face some  ups and down in 
personal relationships 

. Try to be as caring and sensitive   

. But you will have much family support in this time. 

. Silence and forgiveness will best option for you for 
better life. 

.  Hypersensitivity needs to be controlled 

.Avoid getting carried away by emotion only at this time 

. CHILDREN: 

. Beneficial for physical and mental growth. 

. But you should be conscious about is health. 

. Need for every precaution. 

. HEALTH: 

. There is some  possibility of falling ill. 

. Ailments to do with cold(Kapha) are possible.  

. So do regular exercises to maintain health 

- Suggestions and Remedies 

Stay peaceful and donate white things 

- Special Comments 

- May be travel could help you grow more 

professionally. 



Moon-mars  period almost over till mid of 2024 

Addition to assets is there. Avoid sharp words. Profits to 

land investments is there.:) 

Mars rules 2 and 9th and is in 2nd bhava with ketu. 

- . CAREER: 

- .  You would feel more motivated to work towards 

your career. 

- .Expect new ideas and new zeal in your career 

- . Ensure that your enthusiasm about this zeal does 

not lead to any fights or conflicts in this period. 

- . You may execute your plans with courage. 

- . Avoid quarrels in this time 

- . Whenever you face any problems in professional 

life then you can solve it support of superiors or 

elders. 

- . FINANCE: 

- . Growth in financial condition will be good  

- . You could expect more money getting generated 

- . Otherwise you may face some losses and money. 

- . LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

- . Many new relationships may start due to passion 

and energy 

- . you may feel the passion and zest for the 

relationship in the entire period 

- . Avoid quarrels creeping in- by controlling 

aggression 

- .Forgiveness is the mantra for this period 



- . CHILDREN: 

- . They could get more involved in energy requiring 

sports 

- .  They may responds well physically and mentally 

to situations  

- . HEALTH: 

- . Make prone to Blood related disorders 

- .  Avoid being Short tempered at this time 

- . Required the hygienic food and water. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 



Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail 

Id Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


